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Abstract

The U.S. population is facing an obesity crisis wrought with severe health and economic costs. Because social and environmental factors have a powerful influence over lifestyle choices, a national obesity prevention strategy must involve population-based interventions targeted at the places where people live, study, work, shop, and play. This means that policy, in addition to personal responsibility, must be part of the solution. This article first describes the emergence of and theory behind the obesity prevention movement. It then explains how government at all levels is empowered to develop obesity prevention policy. Finally, it explores eight attributes of a promising state or local obesity prevention policy and sets the obesity prevention movement in the context of a larger movement to promote healthy communities and prevent chronic disease.
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INTRODUCTION

In 2010, a powerful group of concerned citizens called on Congress to address the nation’s childhood obesity crisis by passing a robust school meals bill. Many in the public health field had been pressing for changes to the Child Nutrition Act for years. What made this new call to action particularly resonant was that it came from an unexpected source: retired military leaders who see the obesity epidemic as a threat to national security (60, 61). These generals and admirals amplified the urgency of the problem and acknowledged that policy strategies, in addition to personal responsibility, must be part of the solution.

Over the past several decades, obesity rates in the United States have increased dramatically because the collective rise in caloric intake has far outpaced the calories burned (12, 53). Two-thirds of adults (31) and nearly one-third of youths ages 2–19 are currently overweight or obese (68). Obese children and adults are at increased risk of heart disease, diabetes, and other life-threatening health problems (66), and medical expenditures on obesity-related illnesses have climbed to nearly $150 billion per year (30). Obesity has a major disproportionate impact on racial and ethnic minorities and people with lower incomes and less education (44, 52, 65, 70).

Given the powerful influence that social and environmental factors have on the lifestyle choices that are available to individuals, a critical component of a national obesity prevention strategy must involve policy interventions targeted at the places where people live, learn, work, shop, and play (4). For example, neighborhoods that have safe walking and biking paths, along with parks and recreation centers, provide residents with more opportunities to be physically active (71). And for children and their families to consume more fresh fruits and vegetables and less processed foods, they need access to affordable, healthy fare in local markets, restaurants, and schools (62). In short, it must become easier to make healthy choices.

This article begins by describing the emergence of and theory behind the obesity prevention movement. It then explains how government at the federal, state, and local levels is empowered to engage in obesity prevention policy development. Finally, it explores eight attributes of a promising state or local obesity prevention policy and sets the obesity prevention movement in the context of a larger movement to promote healthy communities and prevent chronic disease.

EMERGENCE OF THE OBESITY PREVENTION MOVEMENT

Many trace the roots of the obesity prevention movement to social justice efforts to improve food security in low-income communities and communities of color. The 1968 report Hunger U.S.A. shone a spotlight on the existence of starvation and malnutrition in America (16). The U.S. Senate Select Committee on Nutrition and Human Needs, formed in the wake of the report, began holding hearings on the issue of food scarcity. By the mid-1970s, the committee expanded its scope to cover not only hunger but also nutrition policy. The committee issued Dietary Goals for Americans in 1977, for the first time recommending limiting people’s intake of carbohydrates, fats, sugar, and salt (90).

As politicians and regulators moved to improve Americans’ diet through nutrient guidelines, scientists began documenting an extraordinary rise in obesity rates across the country and pointing to environmental factors as a key driver (36). By the 1990s, researchers were recommending efforts such as reduced television viewing, increased physical activity, and increased fruit and vegetable consumption to stem the rise in obesity rates (46).

During this same time period, public health agencies began focusing not only on nutrients needed to meet daily health requirements, but also on foods and food groups (32). They hoped to popularize fruits and vegetables as essential components of a healthful diet (32). In 1996, the Surgeon General released the first Physical Activity and Health: A Report of the Surgeon
General report based on input from many federal and membership organizations (89).

Building on this momentum, social scientists began to assess the lessons learned from the successful tobacco control, seat belt, breastfeeding, and recycling movements, extrapolating strategies to spur an equally successful obesity prevention movement (26). “Because our current social landscape fails to promote healthy eating and active living,” researchers reasoned, “we must fight our public health crisis with a reactive and powerful social change” (26, p. S40).

Nutrition and social scientists found immediate allies in social justice advocates who had long been involved in promoting access to healthful and affordable foods for low-income Americans. The food security movement easily recognized the irony of the malnutrition documented in *Hunger U.S.A.* on the one hand and the obesity documented in the public health literature on the other (1). It was clear that at the root of both problems was the absence of supermarkets in poor areas, the consolidation of the food industry, and the need to link local farmers and sustainable food practices to underserved communities (1).

In 2004, the Institute of Medicine, following a congressional request to create an action plan for preventing childhood obesity, released *Preventing Childhood Obesity: Health in the Balance* (47). The report further encouraged government agencies and others to focus on the health and economic implications of the obesity epidemic—and the philanthropic sector also took heed. In 2007, the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation (RWJF) announced a $500 million commitment to reverse the childhood obesity epidemic by 2015. With the current generation of children at risk of being the first to “live sicker and die younger than the generation before them” (50), RWJF President and CEO Risa Lavizzo-Mourey called this public health challenge a “difference-making opportunity of a lifetime” (51, p. 21).

Multisectoral collaboration has been critical to the initial policy successes of the obesity prevention movement. For example, RWJF, the W.K. Kellogg Foundation, The California Endowment, Kaiser Permanente, the Nemours Foundation, The Kresge Foundation, and the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) came together to create the Convergence Partnership to coordinate funding efforts. In addition, many early policy victories came out of the coordinated efforts of the more than 300 organizational members of the National Alliance for Nutrition and Activity Coalition (NANA) (64). With a sharp focus on increasing government involvement in reversing the obesity epidemic, NANA has won legislative battles to require wellness policies in nearly all schools, nutritional standards for foods served or sold in schools, and funding for Safe Routes to School programs.

Public health agencies, philanthropies, researchers, and advocates diligently built the infrastructure and credibility of the obesity prevention movement, so the time was ripe when First Lady Michelle Obama amplified the issue in early 2010 by launching the Let’s Move! campaign, a comprehensive initiative aimed at solving the problem of obesity within a generation (92). A concurrent presidential memorandum instructed 12 federal agencies to form a governmental Task Force on Childhood Obesity (93), which 90 days later presented a pivotal report recommending specific steps the public and private sectors can take to turn the tide on obesity rates (94). The presidential memorandum also established the Partnership for a Healthier America, a nonprofit organization that coordinates and accelerates the collective work of key stakeholders.

The movement continues to evolve. The CDC’s Communities Putting Prevention to Work (CPPW) initiative has provided $650 million to states and localities to employ public policy tools to prevent chronic disease (11). And, assuming it survives congressional budget cuts, the Prevention and Public Health Fund created by the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act [Pub. L. 111–148 (2010)] will continue providing this type of support to jurisdictions across the nation through Community Transformation Grants.
OBESITY PREVENTION AND SOCIAL NORM CHANGE

In the United States, the most effective efforts to address major public health concerns such as tobacco control and obesity have taken a comprehensive approach, recognizing the many factors that shape our health (9). Individuals undoubtedly bear responsibility for their actions, but medical interventions and educational endeavors alone will not affect individual behaviors enough to solve a public health problem (20). Learning about the dangers of drunk driving, how to quit smoking, or how to eat a balanced diet might motivate some people to take different actions. But shifting the daily norms of a critical mass of the population requires what is described as social norm change (79, 97).

The goal of a social norm change movement is to influence behavior indirectly by creating a social environment and legal climate in which harmful conduct becomes less desirable, acceptable, and attainable, and healthful conduct becomes the norm (97). Education is an important component of social norm change. Health care providers, public service advertising campaigns, schools, and other educational channels can empower people with information about making decisions that promote well-being. But education alone is unlikely to result in population-wide shifts in social norms (79). Policy innovation is crucial to social norm change movements because laws and regulations shape the context for how people live their lives, often providing the choices and setting the defaults (38). Policy interventions result in enforceable mandates, including statutes enacted by legislators and rules and regulations implemented by executive agencies. Enforceable mandates have an advantage over customs and informal codes of conduct because the government can compel compliance.

The obesity prevention movement is drawing on lessons learned from more established social norm change campaigns, such as tobacco control (8, 45). Not long ago, nobody thought twice about lighting a cigarette in an airplane, a restaurant, or a staff meeting. That was before a well-organized movement used policy tools to shift expectations and behaviors.

This played out early in California (79). In November 1988, California voters approved a ballot initiative known as Proposition 99, which imposed a cigarette tax of 25 cents per pack, established the California Tobacco Control Program (CTCP) in the state health department, and earmarked 20% of the new revenues for tobacco control activities [Calif. Health Saf. Code §§ 104350–104480, 104500–104545 (2010); Calif. Revenue Tax. Code §§ 30122(a)(1), 30123(a), 30124(b)(1) (2010)]. With support from the CTCP, RWJF, and other funders—and bolstered by solid scientific research—advocates began pursuing cutting-edge state and local laws (34). California has since passed laws aimed at limiting secondhand smoke exposure [Calif. Labor Code § 6404.5 (2010)], sales to youth [Calif. Bus. Prof. Code § 22963 (2010), Calif. Penal Code § 308(a) (2010)], and tobacco marketing [Calif. Bus. Prof. Code §§ 22950–22962 (2010)]. Localities have plugged loopholes in the state laws, restricting smoking in multiunit residences, recreation and dining areas, and sidewalks, bus stops, and entryways (14). As a result, the state cut smoking rates by 35% in 20 years and saved $86 billion in health care costs from 1989 to 2004 (54, 79). California helped inspire an international movement to denormalize tobacco use. Government, foundations, researchers, and advocates have collaborated to create a “critical mass of concerted action” (78, p. 34), resulting in the steady evolution of new social norms.

Although the basic principles of social norm change apply equally to the tobacco control and obesity prevention movements, the former has been a more straightforward effort on several fronts (38). There is no equivalent in the obesity context to the damage bystanders suffer from secondhand smoke. Tobacco is addictive and harmful when used in any amount, whereas identifying unhealthful food is a matter of degree. Tobacco companies are vilified in the lexicon of tobacco control, whereas leaders in the obesity prevention movement have
diverse views about whether, and if so how, to partner with industry. And scientific knowledge is much more developed on the triggers and consequences of tobacco use than those of obesity. Therefore, while borrowing lessons from the fight against tobacco, the obesity prevention movement must engage with more ambiguity and complexity in its effort to shift social norms.

GOVERNMENTAL POWERS TO SHAPE OBESITY PREVENTION POLICY

From Congress and the White House to small-town city councils and mayors, all levels of government are responding to the nation’s obesity crisis. The obesity prevention movement is pursuing interventions at the federal, state, and local levels because different governmental bodies have the power to make an impact in different ways.

Federal Powers

Technically, the federal government has limited authority over public health because it may exercise only the enumerated powers listed in the U.S. Constitution (U.S. Const. art. I, § 1). But these powers have been interpreted broadly, so in practice, the federal government has purview over policies such as the Farm Bill (Food, Conservation, and Energy Act of 2008, Pub. L. 110–234), the National School Lunch Program (Healthy, Hunger-Free Kids Act of 2010, Pub. L. 111–296), and the Transportation Bill [Safe, Account., Flex., Effic. Transp. Equity Act: A Legacy for Users, Pub. L. 109–59 (2005)], which play a massive role in shaping the food economy and physical activity infrastructure.

Because the federal government has jurisdiction over television, the Internet, and other media that cross state lines, initiatives to reduce calorie-dense, nutrient-poor food marketing to children have had a uniquely federal focus, in large part honed at the Federal Trade Commission (FTC). In the late 1970s, the FTC attempted to pass rules aimed at protecting young children from advertising for sugary food (the concern then was cavities) (91). This “Kid Vid” effort generated enormous controversy and was ultimately quashed by a shifting political tide that resulted in Congress’s diminution of the FTC’s rulemaking authority (91). Given epidemic obesity rates, the FTC returned to the problem of food and beverage advertising in the early 2000s. It has since hosted workshops and issued reports, including a path-breaking study of food and beverage industry expenditures, revealing detailed information about the more than $2 billion spent on marketing to children in 2006 (28). The FTC has also brought several enforcement actions against food marketers

LITIGATION AS AN OBESITY PREVENTION TOOL

Strategic litigation by government and private attorneys—especially regarding food marketing—is playing a role in the obesity prevention movement. This type of litigation or threats thereof almost never get resolved in trial but instead serve to draw public attention to a problem, fuel policy development, and spur industry to change its practices voluntarily.

A group of state attorneys general (AGs) known as the “food cops” sued several food companies in the 1980s alleging phrases such as “real cheese” and “lean meal” were false and misleading (76). These cases inspired the passage of the 1990 federal Nutrition Labeling and Education Act, which regulates health claims and requires the Nutrition Facts Panel on packaged foods [21 U.S.C. § 343–1 (2010)].

In 2006, the Center for Science in the Public Interest threatened to sue Kellogg’s for unfair and deceptive marketing practices. In response, Kellogg’s implemented nutrition standards for food marketed to children and became a founder of the Children’s Food and Beverage Advertising Initiative, an industry self-regulatory regime (http://www.bbb.org/us/children-food-beverage-advertising-initiative).

The Connecticut AG announced in 2009 that he was investigating an industry-sponsored program allowing “better for you” packaged food—including Froot Loops and Frosted Flakes—to be signified by a Smart Choices logo. After this announcement, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration declared it was also going to investigate, and the program was suspended (73).
for making misleading claims to consumers about the healthfulness of their products (27, 29). In 2009, Congress directed the FTC to lead a quartet of federal agencies (including the CDC, the U.S. Department of Agriculture, and the Food and Drug Administration) in developing recommendations for industry about which foods are appropriate to market to children ages 2–17 (41). The FTC released draft recommendations in April 2011 setting a high bar (43), and industry launched an aggressive campaign for the recommendations to be drastically weakened or revoked entirely. The final recommendations were expected to be released in late 2011, but industry will not be obliged to follow them; it is not clear whether the specter of possible future regulation will motivate voluntary compliance.

Where regulation is concerned, the Constitution does limit the reach of the federal government (as well as lower levels of government) into the private domain. The Bill of Rights and the Fourteenth Amendment protect civil rights in clauses regarding free speech (U.S. Const. amend. I), due process (U.S. Const. amend. V, U.S. Const. amend. XIV), equal protection (U.S. Const. amend. XIV), property ownership (U.S. Const. amend. V), and other personal liberties (59). Courts have interpreted these clauses to prohibit government from passing laws that infringe too greatly on the freedom and self-determination of individual citizens.


Safeguarding public health is a classic police power function (Patrick v. Riley, 209 Cal. 350, 354 (1930)), so states (and localities with delegated police power) have the presumptive authority to pass public health laws. If challenged in court on constitutional grounds, a typical public health law governing, say, zoning, licensing, or retail operations will generally be subject to rational basis review—a legal standard that is very deferential to the government. The regulation need only bear a rational relationship to a legitimate government purpose (Consol. Rock Prod v. City of Los Ang., 57 Cal.2d 515, 522 (1962)). The government does not have to cite scientific studies to establish this relationship; it only has to articulate a plausible argument that the intervention is justified (Fed. Commun. Comm. v. Beach Comm. Inc., 508 U.S. 307, 315 (1993)).

Some types of police power laws are more vulnerable to judicial invalidation. A court will apply a much stricter standard than rational basis review to a law that implicates the freedom of speech (Lorillard Tobacco Co. v. Reilly, 533 U.S. 525 (2001); Va. State Board of Pharmacy v. Va. Citizens Consumer Council, Inc., 423 U.S. 748 (1976)), violates peoples’ bodily integrity (Jacobson v. Mass., 197 U.S. 11 (1905); Washington v. Harper, 494 U.S. 210 (1990)), discriminates against certain racial groups (Johnson v. Calif., 543 U.S. 499 (2005); Loving v. Va., 399 U.S. 1 (1967)), or infringes on other constitutionally protected interests (Loving v. Va., 399 U.S. 1 (1967); Skinner v. Okla., 316 U.S. 535 (1942)). A law will likely be struck down if it discriminates against out-of-state players in favor of in-state players (City of Philadelphia v. New Jersey, 437 U.S. 617 (1978)). Another constraint on the police power is preemption, the invalidation of the law of one jurisdiction by the law of a higher jurisdiction. Federal law is the supreme law of the land (U.S. Const. art. VI),
so when a state law conflicts with a federal law, the federal law trumps. Federal and state laws negate conflicting local laws in the same way.

Preemption has been used to undermine state and local public health law campaigns—most notoriously by the tobacco industry (40, 82). As one former tobacco lobbyist explained, when community members who live next door to the mayor or who are related to a city councilman are the local health advocates pushing for a bill, tobacco companies “get killed”; therefore, big tobacco’s “first priority has always been to preempt the field, preferably to put it all on the federal level, but if they can’t do that, at least on the state level, because the health advocates can’t compete” there (83).


EARLY LESSONS FROM STATE AND LOCAL OBESITY PREVENTION CAMPAIGNS

The philanthropies and government agencies investing in obesity prevention have placed a major focus on state and local policy change. They recognize that states and localities wield power over how schools are run, how land is used, how retailers and restaurants operate, how transit is laid out, and how many other details of the built and social environment are designed. Moreover, as Supreme Court Justice Louis Brandeis famously observed, “It is one of the happy incidents of the federal system that a single courageous state may, if its citizens choose, serve as a laboratory; and try novel social and economic experiments without risk to the rest of the country” [New State Ice Co. v. Liebmann, 285 U.S. 262, 311 (1932) (J. Brandeis, dissenting)]. As exemplified by the tobacco control movement, states and their subdivisions are often at the cutting edge of policy innovation, testing and evaluating new solutions to societal problems and disseminating successful strategies across the nation and beyond.

States and localities have pioneered a wide range of obesity prevention policy strategies generally aimed at one of three goals: making it easier to buy, cook, or grow healthful food; making unhealthful foods and beverages less desirable or accessible; or making physical activity more attainable (5). To increase access to healthful food, for instance, North Carolina enacted a bill creating a position in the state agriculture department dedicated to operating a farm to school program [House Bill 1832, 2009 Gen. Assem., Regul. Sess. (N.C. 2010)], and New York City implemented a package of zoning and financial incentives to attract healthful retail to underserved communities (19). Examples of policies discouraging unhealthful food include a Colorado state ban on selling sodas in schools (21) and a Los Angeles prohibition on new stand-alone fast-food restaurants in three communities that are already saturated with fast-food restaurants (56). As for increasing opportunities to engage in physical activity, Tacoma, Washington, requires daily recess in elementary schools (88), and Kansas City, Missouri, passed a “complete streets” policy to ensure that roadways are designed with all users—not just drivers—in mind (22).

To support obesity prevention policy development at the state and local levels, RWJF invested in Public Health Law & Policy (PHLP) to create the National Policy & Legal Analysis Network to Prevent Childhood Obesity (NPLAN). PHLP’s multidisciplinary team of attorneys, planners, and policy analysts has served advocates and policy makers in
hundreds of jurisdictions working on social norm change strategies to increase access to healthful foods and physical activity. In the course of this work, PHLP has observed that the most promising state and local obesity prevention policies incorporate certain foundational criteria, namely that they are: policies, not programs; evidence-based or evidence-generating; legally feasible; financially viable; responsive to health inequities; practical to implement and enforce; targeted at changing social norms; and part of a bigger plan.

Policies are generally more influential than programs (75). They have broad applicability and are implemented upstream, setting the course within which people and programs must navigate. In addition, policies tend to last longer than programs because they codify change and survive individual leadership transitions. Also, the government can mandate compliance with a policy and, if need be, take appropriate enforcement measures.

Consider the bicycle safety example: A program would serve only children who attend, and these children would still encounter dangerous situations, such as fast-moving cars, as they ride around their neighborhoods. The master plan, by contrast, would apply to the entire municipality and could include policies to slow traffic and make streets and trails safer. Even if the program’s funding were cut, the policy would still be in effect and would continue to improve bicycling conditions for the community.

Often a public or private organization will adopt a voluntary policy, announcing its commitment to improve public health conditions in some way—for example, Walmart’s pledge (inspired by Let’s Move!) to reduce sodium and sugar in its products and to lower the prices of healthful foods (85). Voluntary policies are less potent than official government policies because there are no codified consequences for retractions or violations. But in some situations, a voluntary policy might be the only viable option, perhaps because a regulation would not be politically or legally feasible. In this case, the strongest tool advocates generally have is to hold voluntary policy adopters publicly accountable for their promises.

Evidence-Based or Evidence-Generating

Ideally, every obesity prevention policy would be backed by strong scientific evidence, and many are. For example, a growing body of research indicates that youth who consistently walk or bike to and from school are more physically active at higher intensities and have better cardiovascular health than do those who are driven to school (23, 58). This research can bolster efforts to adopt Safe Routes to Schools policies, which make it safer and more appealing for children to walk or bike to and from school. Policy makers who want to restrict access to sugar-sweetened beverages can point to a trove of longitudinal studies documenting an association between sugar-sweetened beverages and increased body fat (7, 10, 25, 87). Policy proposals aimed at making healthful food more affordable or raising the cost of unhealthful food can cite research on how pricing affects consumption (39). Healthful zoning policies can draw from literature on how community design influences active transportation or how the location of restaurants and grocery stores affects diet and health (49, 63).

Given that the obesity prevention movement is relatively nascent, however, some policy
strategies are being tested before the science has confirmed their effectiveness. Notably, our legal system accommodates the reality that public health interventions evolve in concert with our understanding of public health problems. As described above, so long as a police power enactment does not infringe too greatly on constitutionally recognized individual liberties, there generally need only be a rational basis for the law [Williamson v. Lee Opt. Okla., 348 U.S. 483, 486–87 (1955)], rather than scientific consensus. This means that policy makers can take action to prevent obesity before the scientific community coalesces around the most effective interventions. Meanwhile, states and localities can contribute to the obesity prevention evidence base by working closely with researchers to evaluate the health effects of novel policies (42). As Justice Brandeis posited, states should serve as laboratories for new ideas in a federal system [New State Ice Co. v. Liebmann, 285 U.S. 262, 311 (1932) (J. Brandeis, dissenting)].

A final point about policy research is that what is measured does not always reveal what is successful. Evaluating government interventions one by one can obscure the whole idea of a social norm change approach. There is no single solution to the obesity problem, so interventions must be multifactorial (94). Moreover, evaluating one effect of a particular policy can miss important side effects. For example, early studies of the impact of state and local menu-labeling laws were mixed about whether calorie information influenced people’s choices (48). But menu labeling must be assessed in the context of a long-term advocacy effort aimed to pressure industry to improve its products and practices. The passage of state and local menu-labeling laws enabled public officials to send a message of commitment to the obesity prevention cause, eventually inspiring the federal government to pass a menu-labeling law that applies nationwide [Patient Prot. Afford. Care Act, Pub. L. 111–148 (2010)]. It also invited restaurants to join in the effort to promote better health—an invitation that they have been ready to accept. For example, soon after New York City adopted its menu-labeling law [New York, NY, Health Code § 81.50 (2006)], Starbucks introduced the Vivanno line of lower-calorie products (84).

**Legally Feasible**

Political feasibility tends to be in the forefront of the minds of advocates and policy makers vetting obesity prevention strategies. This makes sense because if a policy has no chance of actually being adopted, it is probably not worth pursuing unless it will cast a public spotlight on an important or emerging issue. Legal feasibility often receives less attention than other factors in the policy development stage, but it is a critical consideration because the ultimate viability of a policy proposal turns on whether it could withstand a legal challenge.

Assessing legal feasibility involves several steps. First, the particular government body must have the authority to pass a given policy. Because states do not have the authority to discriminate against, or unreasonably burden, interstate commerce through regulation, a state could not enact a law forbidding in-state restaurants from purchasing produce grown out-of-state [City of Philadelphia v. New Jersey, 437 U.S. 617 (1978)]. And because a locality in a Dillon’s Rule state does not have general police power authority, it could not pass a law restricting fast-food restaurants from locating near schools unless the state explicitly permitted it to do so (24).

Second, if a policy proposal is preempted by the law of a higher jurisdiction, it would be invalid if enacted by a lower jurisdiction. A section of the 2010 health care reform law requires chain restaurants with 20 or more locations (hereinafter, “large chains”) to provide nutritional information to customers [Patient Prot. Afford. Care Act, Pub. L. 111–148 (2010)]. State and local laws are preempted if they impose on large chains additional nutrition disclosure requirements of the type required by federal law [Patient Prot. Afford. Care Act, Pub. L. 111–148 (2010)]. The federal law does not require large chains to post information about saturated fat on menu boards, so states and localities are barred from doing so.
Third, the policy proposal must not infringe on a constitutionally protected liberty interest. Policies that seem straightforward may, in fact, raise complicated constitutional issues. For example, many cities have considered trying to ban billboards for nonnutritious foods near schools. But this type of policy is likely to encounter significant constitutional problems because, under the First Amendment, advertising is considered a form of speech entitled to significant protection from government regulation [Va. State Board of Pharm. v. Va. Citiz. Consum. Coun., Inc., 425 U.S. 748 (1976)]. In fact, the U.S. Supreme Court struck down a statewide prohibition on tobacco billboards within 1,000 feet of schools because the ban eliminated too much advertising directed at adults about a legal product [Lorillard Tob. Co. v. Reilly, 533 U.S. 525 (2001)].

A final factor regarding legal feasibility is the prospect that a new policy will expose the jurisdiction to increased liability. This comes up most frequently around policies aimed to promote physical activity through, for example, implementing a Safe Routes to School policy, opening school facilities to the community after school hours, or allowing access to stairwells in public buildings as an alternative to elevators. The mere mention of liability can stop a conversation about a potential policy before actual risks, and ways to manage those risks, are evaluated. In practice, liability risks are often overstated, and there are many steps public entities can take to minimize their risks (6).

Financially Viable
The current fiscal climate poses a challenge to policymaking generally, and obesity prevention policy is no exception. However, financially constrained state and local governments have cost-effective options that require little to no public expenditure, capitalize on existing funding streams, or generate new revenue themselves.

Some policies are relatively low cost. In communities that lack safe and well-maintained places to play, local governments are partnering with school districts to open school gyms, fields, tracks, and other facilities to the public after school hours (69). The costs associated with building or maintaining parks and open spaces are often prohibitive—especially in low-income communities and built-out urban areas. A partnership between two public entities, generally formalized by a joint-use agreement, can maximize the efficient use of financial and physical public resources (77). State legislation can support joint-use agreements, as illustrated by a North Carolina law directing the State Board of Education to encourage local boards of education to enter into agreements with local governments and other entities to expand access to facilities for physical activity [House Bill 1471, 2009 Gen. Assem., Reg. Sess. (N.C. 2009)]. Between 2009 and 2010, at least six states considered, and four passed, legislation promoting joint use of school facilities, thus creating favorable conditions for local joint-use agreements (95).

Another cost-effective policy approach involves redirecting dollars already spent by government agencies—for example, from public assistance programs, local government loans, or community economic development funds—to improve public health. Public agencies can also establish new criteria for goods they purchase, such as New York City’s nutrition standards for food and beverages bought and served by the city, which are based on the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s 2005 Dietary Guidelines for Americans (18). Government leveraging its power of the purse results in a win-win: By leading through example, the public sector can influence industry and private actors, and those who participate in publicly funded programs have the opportunity to realize better health.

Policies that generate revenue are another option. Many cities impose impact fees on developers, which are designed to pay for public facilities and infrastructure (such as sewers) associated with needs generated by a new development. Revenue from impact fees can also be applied to fund park and
playground development to create new places for residents to exercise and play (74).

The movement to pass state and local taxes on sugar-sweetened beverages is gaining traction across the country. If there had been a penny-per-ounce sugar-sweetened beverage tax in 2010, Florida could have raised $899 million in new revenue, Texas almost $1.1 billion, and California more than $1.1 billion—all in one year. At the city level, Philadelphia could have generated almost $59 million, Chicago $133 million, and New York City $348 million (3). Some public health and civil rights advocates criticize soda taxes because, assuming the price hikes are passed on to consumers, low-income communities and communities of color will end up bearing a disproportionate burden (33). Then again, these communities are disproportionately affected by the obesity epidemic (57, 70, 81)—not to mention that certain ethnic minority groups are disproportionately targeted with advertisements for sugary drinks (72, 96). One way to address the equity concerns that arise around soda taxes is to ensure that at least a portion of the revenue derived from these taxes is earmarked for obesity prevention and other public health programs in low-income communities and communities of color.

Responsive to Health Inequities

Lower-income communities and communities of color are plagued by high obesity rates and other health disparities caused by serious inequities in finances, education, and access to health care. A core goal of the obesity prevention movement is addressing these disparities—either by ensuring that existing policies are implemented with substantial resources directed to the most underserved populations or by pursuing policies specifically designed to reduce health disparities.

The city of Rancho Cucamonga in Southern California recently updated its general plan, a land use policy document guiding the long-term physical and economic growth of a community (19a). The update incorporated policies promoting active mobility and increased access to healthy food. The policies apply citywide, but implementation is focused on a predominantly Latino community with high rates of obesity. In that neighborhood, the city has a special initiative to extend a local rail-to-trail project, as well as to develop community gardens, farmers’ markets, and joint-use agreements.

Policies that address disparities head-on can be controversial. In Los Angeles, the city council imposed a moratorium on new fast-food restaurants that applied only to South Los Angeles, where options for purchasing daily fare consist primarily of chain restaurants and liquor stores (55). Meanwhile, the city and the local redevelopment agency promoted a package of incentives to attract new full-service grocery stores and sit-down restaurants (17). On the basis of these efforts, three new development projects, including a full-service supermarket, were scheduled to open in 2010 (35). This targeted strategy caused controversy: It was designed to improve a food environment most in need of change and to counter the disproportionate quantity of fast-food marketing in Hispanic and African American communities (80, 96). But some observers criticized what they perceived as a nanny state approach (86). The South Los Angeles residents lobbied hard in favor of this package of regulations; the policy strategy was grounded in community support. In the end, Los Angeles policy makers weighed the merits and concerns and determined that a targeted approach was necessary to address the disparities in access to healthful food.

Practical to Implement and Enforce

Sometimes implementation and enforcement language have to be left out to garner enough political support for a policy. But often, policies that propose community-wide change are less effective than they might be because implementation and enforcement considerations were not taken into account.

A policy that includes an implementation plan can provide stakeholders and decision makers with clear guidance about how the policy goals will actually be achieved. Consider
two different cities that introduced a complete streets policy to ensure that roadways are designed with all users in mind, including bicyclists, public transit, and pedestrians of all ages and abilities. One resolution committed the city to ensure the accommodation of travel by pedestrians, bicyclists, public transit, and motorized vehicles and their passengers as a regular part of the permitting process for public projects (15). The other stated that the city would establish a steering committee to develop a complete streets program, and propose complete streets legislation (67). The policies both reflect a commitment to complete streets, but only one gives direction about which steps must be taken to carry out this commitment.

Another important implementation consideration is cultural competence; a policy will not reach all its intended beneficiaries if it is designed with only one culture in mind. As such, in 2008 Minnesota updated the allowable foods in its Women, Infants, and Children program to include tofu and East African injera bread (94a).

Enforcement language, though frequently overlooked, is what separates policy aspirations from policy outcomes. For example, in 2007, New York City’s Board of Health adopted regulations requiring licensed group day care programs to promote physical activity and drinking water, to limit television viewing and consumption of unhealthful foods, and to require the distribution of nutrition guidelines to parents [New York, NY, Health Code §§ 47.61, 47.71 (2008)]. The day care licensing scheme incorporates these regulations, so non-compliant child care providers risk losing their licenses. The main strength of this enforcement mechanism is its efficiency. It builds on the existing licensing infrastructure; the only added costs are training up day care providers and city inspectors (13). The weakness is that inspections generally happen only once per year unless violations are reported (13).

**Targeted at Changing Social Norms**

A powerful policy can change the way people think and talk about obesity prevention, expanding public understanding about the causes of the epidemic and moving what was once a controversial idea into one that is politically feasible. Take the issue of the 1.2 billion restaurant meals sold each year packaged with a toy—meals that are generally high in calories, fat, and sodium (28). Santa Clara County, California, attracted international attention when it adopted legislation setting minimum nutritional requirements for children’s fast-food meals packaged with toy giveaways [Code of Ord. §§ A18-350–A18-356 (2010)]. Supervisor Ken Yeager, who introduced the ordinance, framed the strategy as a way to stop restaurants from “preying on children’s love of toys to peddle [unhealthful] kid’s meals” (2). Some obesity prevention advocates were disappointed by the degree and vehemence of negative coverage in the traditional press and the blogosphere, but no one could dispute that Santa Clara had sparked a worldwide conversation about an age-old fast-food practice many consumers never thought to question.

**Part of a Bigger Plan**

Obesity—like diabetes, asthma, traffic injuries, and pollution—is a symptom of dire problems in our culture and environment, and any obesity prevention policy should be part of a larger plan for community change. Opening school sports fields and gymnasiums to the public will not ensure that children get sufficient exercise. Levy- ing a 12-cent tax on a can of soda will not send every teenager in search of the nearest water fountain. Separating toys from the unhealthiest fast-food meals will not single-handedly cause children to lose weight. But together, policies aimed to change individuals’ behavior will reinforce one another, creating new environments and social norms that support healthful, active living.

**LOOKING FORWARD**

It took decades to institutionalize the food and land use policies that have created an American landscape where unhealthful choices are often the default. It will take decades to
transform this infrastructure to establish communities where it is safer and easier for individuals to make healthful choices.

Reversing obesity trends will require a comprehensive, coordinated approach that reflects the expertise government agencies, foundations, researchers, and advocates each bring to the effort—whether it is a deep understanding of local needs and political will, technical knowledge and experience pertaining to particular strategies, or data indicating whether certain policy interventions are effective or warranted. Within state and local government, many departments—including public health, parks and recreation, planning and redevelopment, and education—can work together to strategize ways to put public resources to the most efficient uses. Ultimately, the obesity prevention movement is embedded in a larger chronic disease prevention movement and aligned with an environmental movement that together can spur a systemic shift of major proportions, creating communities where healthful choices are easier at every turn.

SUMMARY POINTS

1. Policy strategies are essential to reversing the obesity epidemic.
2. The obesity prevention movement has its roots in efforts to improve food security in underserved communities, and it takes a comprehensive social norm change approach.
3. The U.S. Constitution establishes the power of government to make policy and also sets limits on that power.
4. States and most localities have broad authority to enact innovative public health policies, but preemption can undermine state and local policy initiatives.
5. States and localities have pioneered a wide range of obesity prevention policy strategies generally aimed at one of three goals: (a) making it easier to buy, cook, or grow healthy food; (b) making unhealthy foods and beverages less desirable or accessible; or (c) making physical activity more attainable.
6. Most promising state and local obesity prevention policies incorporate certain foundational criteria: that they are policies, not programs; evidence-based or evidence-generating; legally feasible; financially viable; responsive to health inequities; practical to implement and enforce; targeted at changing social norms; and part of a bigger plan.
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### RELATED RESOURCES

**Active Living Research’s Web site** ([http://www.activelivingresearch.org/](http://www.activelivingresearch.org/)). Features extensive research on environmental factors and policies that influence physical activity.

**Healthy Eating Research’s Web site** ([http://www.healthyeatingresearch.org/](http://www.healthyeatingresearch.org/)). Features extensive research on environmental factors and policies that affect access to healthy food.